
European popular classes in the 
European Union 

Consequences of the market reorganisation on popular 
classes’ political subjectivity  



Outline : 

● The trap of pro/anti Europe dichotomy 

● Far right populism social base 

● Radical Left potential in popular classes

● Hegemonic domains of the European project 

● Social policies : the heart of Europeans discontent  



Escaping the Pro/Anti Europe trap 

● Avoid the moral blackmailed from the liberals : either being European and 
accepting with neoliberal or refusing neoliberalism and being painted as a 
nationalist. 

● Understanding the complexity : outsiders/insiders; rural and periphery/ urban 
connected centers; all these analysis are forgetting one big variable : the 
popular classes are not only represented anymore by the the typical 
blue-collar worker. A thorough analysis of popular classes shows a 
polarisation of popular classes subjectivity between two blocks : a 
reactionary one and a progressive on



Europe versus the European Union
● We need to avoid linking adhesion to a european transnational 

project to the actual European Union. 
● Analysing the hegemonic domains of the supranational scale 

show us one thing : the core of the discontent towards Europe is 
the absence of social policies or the mistrut in UE institutions to 
carry social programs. 

● It explains how welfare stays a national field of competence



The case of 
populist far 

right
Supranationalism and 

reactionary critics of the EU

Popular Far right dynamism is the 
result of two main factors:

Its ability to successfully integrate 
contradictory social demands into a 
chain of equivalence through a 
renewal of its discursive 
expressions. 

Its success in capturing the social 
grievances of one segment of the 
popular classes.     





Popular segments of Populist Far right in Europe

The little independants : 

● Small producers, little artisans and small business owners, farmers of small 
exploitations (specially in Central and Eastern Europe).

● In the west : very liberal electorate, against work regulation and historically 
part of the electorate of old liberal far right : FN of Jean-Marie Le Pen, PVV, 
AfD at its creation, FPÖ

● In the east, represent a consequent part of the workers, carrying traditional 
values and supporting right wing parties or far right. 



Lav. Aut:

M5S 33%
Lega 18%

46 % of Little Independents 
voted far the National 
Front: 4 times more than in 
2002  



Popular segments of Populist Far right in Europe

The radicalised blue-collar workers segment: 

● The result of the loss of gain from collective bargaining 
and social struggles

● The result of relocation of industries in the east and the 
global reorganisation of value chains.

● Identity and social stress  



In France 40% of blue-collar 
workers declared they have 
voted at least once for the 
National Front.  

The proportion of industrial 
worker voting for the AfD is 
rising, specially in the Eastern 
part of Germany.



Unemployed and Precarious workers

● Far right populism is scoring high scores in unemployed 
people and precarious workers that have lost the ability to 
have an impact on their subsistence. 

● The most pessimist electorate : views its situation as a 
fatality  

● Sees immigration as a threat to their jobs and culture





Conclusions

● Pessimistic electorate, mainly white and male
● Finds its global coherence through the xenophobic and identity discourse
● It’s priorities are islam, immigration and security however their main problems 

are economical.

⇒ It can not be win back. It is a captive electorate. 

⇒ Hesitation polls



The case of 
radical left

The progressive 
anti-liberal block 

The success of Radical leftist 
organisations depends on three 
factors:

Winning the battle of neo-voters

Winning the battle of commons

Winning the battle of 
multiculturalism 





Neo-voters and the Youth 

The youth and neo-voters : we started to count from the generation that was 
between 18 and 30 in 2008 while the crisis broke down.

So nowadays we are interested in the 18-24; 25-35 /40.

● Lived the effects of the crisis
● Precarity became a norm : short term contracts, ritualised unemployment, 

difficulty to access or identify to a professional project, social integration 
difficulties (housing, revenus, property,...)   









The “Left Hand of the State”

● Bloc of public services employee, especially the one 
carrying the “social actions of the State”

● “Care” sector, new sector very dynamic with population 
aging in the west

● State owned firms employees
● Recently privatized state firms employees 







A symbol of precarity : 
Melenchon’s electorate is 
the one who earns less 
however by any levels of 
education
 



Racialized ethnic minorities  

● Population assigned to a religion or an ethnic background 
despite their appartenance to the national community, 
especially population from the old colonial empires    

● Part of the precariat 
● Double discrimination : social and racial 



Conclusions

● Neo-voters’ battle is essential : they have a predisposition for high social 
demands (as they live the full consequences of the neoliberal transformation 
of work), cosmopolitan values and are recomposing the electorate

● The battle for public services and commons is central : both for the special 
status of employment that represent the best social protection and the 
general interest they represent

● Ethnic minorities are also cosmopolite and socially inclined for high social 
demand because they are racially and socially discriminated 



Strategy for the left
● The immediate battle is with social-democracy. Specially when it is recomposing 

in a “center” bloc that is actually a classic neoliberal bloc.
● Very optimistic electorate
● In the case of France : the battle on neo-votants and civil servant is strong 

between Melenchon and Macron. Hesitation votes show that they were two 
probable options for a lot of voters.

● In the case of Spain, Ciudadanos is very high in the youth, what about civil 
servants? 

● The immediate winnable electorate is therefore in the intermediary professions, 
lower “middle classes”. 



European 
domains of 
Hegemony 

The European project is a social 
reality cause numerous political 
issues have reached a 
supranational level in the “European 
public opinion”. 



Hegemonic domains of the European project

● What are the domains that have reach the supranational 
level and the one who did not? 

● Why are social policies a preserve of the nation-state in 
the eyes of Europeans?

● Where does the left should concentrate its efforts? 








